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This mini workbench features independently 
adjustable hand screws for irregular clamping 
with the table jaws, four pivoting clamp dogs for 
gripping flat work, and non-marring suction cup 
feet for securing the mini workbench to smooth, 
flat surfaces.

Introduction Operation

Figure 1. Model T25251 Mini Workbench. 

Specifications
Weight .........................................................8 lbs.
Dimensions .........................18"W x 161⁄2"D x 6"H
Work Surface .................................... 7 7⁄8" x 17 3⁄4"
Clamping Capacity w/Table Jaws ....................3"
Clamping Capacity w/Clamp Dogs ................8 1⁄8"
Maximum Weight Capacity........................22 lbs.

Assembly
The Model T25251 Mini Workbench is completely 
assembled. Insert the four clamp dogs into the 
tables to accommodate different shapes and 
sizes of work material.

Clamping Workpiece Between Table Jaws
The mini workbench can be used as a vise to 
secure materials between the table jaws.  

To clamp workpiece between table jaws:

1. Turn hand screws counterclockwise to open 
jaws widely enough to insert workpiece.

2. Place workpiece between table jaws.

3. Rotate hand screws clockwise to tighten jaws 
and secure workpiece (see Figure 2).

 Note: The hand screws on the mini work-
bench turn independently of one another.  
By holding one hand screw stationary and 
turning the other, the table opening can 
be skewed (like a "V") to hold odd-shaped 
objects.       

Figure 2. Workpiece clamped between table 
jaws.
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DO NOT use the Model T25251 as a step-
ladder. Doing so could cause serious 
personal injury and break the workbench.

NOTICE
Never exceed the listed capacity of the 
workbench. Doing so could break it.

4. If suction cups do not grip surface, return foot 
levers to upright position, press down more 
firmly on workbench, and repeat Step 3.

Engaging Suction Cup Feet
The mini workbench features suction cup feet that 
are designed to grip smooth, flat surfaces and 
secure the workbench.  

To engage suction cup feet:

1. Ensure suction cups are clean, then place 
workbench on smooth, flat surface.

2. With foot levers in upright position, press 
down firmly on workbench to compress suc-
tion cups.

3. Push each foot lever down to secure work-
bench (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Foot lever in compressed position. 
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Gripping Workpiece with Clamp Dogs
The clamp dogs can be positioned on the tables 
to grip workpieces too wide to fit between the 
jaws.

To grip workpiece with clamp dogs:

1. Place workpiece on workbench, leaving 
enough room between tables to allow for 
tightening. 

2. Insert clamp dogs in holes nearest work-
piece, allowing room for each one to pivot 
toward face of workpiece.

3. Rotate hand screws clockwise to tighten jaws 
and secure workpiece (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Workpiece gripped using clamp dogs.
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